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Nicholas (Nick) Ambraseys was born in Athens (Greece) on 19th January 1929 and died peacefully at 

his home in Putney (London, United Kingdom) on 28th December 2012 at the age of 83. Nick 

attended the National Technical University of Athens, receiving his diploma in Rural Engineering in 

1952. Following this and service in the Royal Hellenic Navy, he moved to Imperial College in London 

to study in the Soil Mechanics section of the Department of Civil Engineering for his Diploma of 

Imperial College and later his PhD, which he was awarded in 1958. Following a few years at 

universities in Greece and in the United States of America he returned to Imperial College and 

remained there until his death. He was made Professor of Engineering Seismology in 1974. In 1968 

he established the Engineering Seismology section in the Department of Civil Engineering and from 

1971 to 1994 he led this section. In 1994 he officially retired but he remained very active as an 

Emeritus Professor and his publications continued at an undiminished rate. Ni k s o t i utio s to 
engineering seismology and earthquake engineering were immense, wide-ranging and spanned 

almost 60 years. 

 

Ni k s research interests were varied and stretched from trying to better understand the earthquake 

source, through critical evaluation of historical documents and seismograms; via strong-motion 

studies seeking to improve predictions of shaking in future earthquakes for engineering purposes; to 

understanding and modelling the influence of this shaking on soil, buildings and populations. As he 

said i  epl i g to the a a d of the Seis ologi al So iet  of A e i a s ‘eid Medal i  6: the site 
of a damaging earthquake is a full-scale laboratory from which significant discoveries may be made, 

by seismologists, geologists, e gi ee s, so iologists, o  e o o ists, ot to e tio  politi ia s .  
 

I  ie  of Ni k s oad a d  app oa h, the su je ts o e ed  this spe ial issue i lude: ea th uake 
studies based on historical documents, improvements in instrumental catalogues, improvements to 

ground-motion prediction, use of strong-motion data to examine problems in structural engineering 

a d, a su je t pa ti ula l  lose to Ni k s hea t: field issio s, hi h he passio atel  elie ed e e 
invaluable to the education of anyone with an interest in earthquakes and their effects. The author 

list includes former students, friends and collaborators but also those who, although having never 

worked directly with Nick, have been inspired by his work. It includes authors from many countries 

spread over five continents (Europe, Asia, Australasia, Africa and North America), demonstrating 

Ni k s glo al e o . 

 

Ni k s influence is demonstrated by the great number of obituaries and eulogies that have been 

published since his death at the end of 2012. These articles include those in international journals: 

Bulletin of Earthquake Engineering, Géotechnique, Journal of Earthquake Engineering, Journal of 

Seismology and Seismological Research Letters, newsletters of various learned societies: IASPEI, 

SECED, IAEE, International Society for Soil Mechanics and Geotechnical Engineering and EERI, and 

more mainstream publications: Times Higher Educational Supplement and the Imperial Magazine. In 

addition, various events have been held or planned in his memory, including a special session at the 

Vienna Congress on Recent Advances in Earthquake Engineering and Structural Dynamics (2013) and 

a Memorial Symposium at the Royal Geographical Society (2014). 

  

The ope i g a ti le of this spe ial issue is Ni k s fi al jou al a ti le, hi h as su itted o l  a 
couple of months before his death. It concerns the contributions that the Ottoman archives can 

make to an improved understanding of the seismicity of the eastern Mediterranean region. Because 

the e ie s of this a ti le e e e ei ed afte  Ni k s death it has ee  a epted i  its o igi al fo  
and it has not been revised. 

  

A number of the articles, by authors who often worked with him, address studies of seismicity from 

the pre-i st u e tal age i spi ed  Ni k s igo ous app oa h. These studies o e  ea th uakes f o  
many parts of the world. Albini et al. (2014) present a detailed analysis of earthquakes occurring in 

the Eastern Cape Province of South Africa during the 19
th

 and early 20
th

 centuries. Bilham and Bali 



4 s stud  goes fa  a k i  ti e to th
 Century Kashmir. M Cue 4  e i is es o  Ni k s 

influence on investigations of Australian earthquakes. Gordon Woo tells the poorly-known story of 

Ni k s i ol e e t i  the seis i  haza d assess e ts o du ted fo  UK u lea  po e  pla ts i  the 
early 1980s (Woo, 2014). Hough (2014) presents a new approach for the processing of macroseismic 

intensities, one of the indicators of earthquakes that Nick often assessed and manipulated. Musson 

4  follo s i  Ni k s footp i ts (e.g. Ambraseys and Adams, 1986) by revisiting the seismicity of 

Ghana. Finally, Sigbjörnsson and Rupakhety (2014) re-examine the 1896 Icelandic earthquakes in 

terms of their magnitudes and effects.  

 

A othe  o e of Ni k s topi s of i te est as the al ulatio  of i p o ed esti ates of the ea th uake 
magnitude. A contribution on this topic is provided by Gallo et al. (2014). A othe  st i g to Ni k s 
bow was the use of strong-motion data to inform engineering analysis, e.g. through the development 

of ground-motion prediction equations. This aspect is covered in this issue by Boore and Goulet 

(2014), Lee and Green (2014) and Margaris et al. (2014). Elghazouli et al. (2014) provides an analysis 

of structural response under earthquake loading. Anyone who spent any period of time with Nick 

k e  ho  u h he alued field e pe ie e of ea th uakes a d ho  he as dis issi e of a hai  
seis ologists  A ase s, . This aspect of his legacy is discussed by Rossetto et al. (2014). 

 

We would like to thank the peer reviewers of the articles of this special issue for their careful and 

timely comments on these studies. These reviews greatly helped improve the quality of these 

contributions.   

 

John Douglas 

Atilla Ansal 
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